Structured Weak Semantic Space Construction for Visual Categorization.
Visual features have been widely used for image representation and categorization. However, visual features are often inconsistent with human perception. Besides, constructing explicit semantic space is still an open problem. To alleviate these two problems, in this paper, we propose to construct structured weak semantic space for image representation. Exemplar classifier is first trained to separate each training image from other images for weak semantic space construction. However, each exemplar classifier separates one training image from other images, and it only has limited semantic separability. Besides, the outputs of exemplar classifiers are inconsistent with each other. We jointly construct the weak semantic space using structured constraint. This is achieved by imposing low-rank constraint on the outputs of exemplar classifiers with sparsity constraint. An alternative optimization procedure is used to learn the exemplar classifiers. Since the proposed method does not dependent on the initial image representation strategy, we can make use of various visual features for efficient exemplar classifier training (e.g., fisher vector-based methods and convolutional neural networks-based methods). We apply the proposed structured weak semantic space-based image representation method for categorization. The experimental results on several public image data sets prove the effectiveness of the proposed method.